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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS No. RDSO/EL-RS/SMI/23

1. Title : 
Procedure for measuring the bearings clearance of a “free bearing”, that is a 
bearing off the machine.

2. Application : 
All auxiliary motors of electric rolling stock.

3. Object : 
Railways have reported abnormal sound, overheating and failures of bearings on 
auxiliary motors. Some of these defects and failures are due to incorrect bearing 
clearance.  The special  instructions which follow are for measuring the bearing 
diametral clearances of “free bearing”.

4. Reference : 
1. AEI Maintenance Manual on Ball and Roller Bearing - pages 27 & 28.

2. BS : 817 - 1957 and IS : 2092 - 1962

5.  Details of special instructions 

5.1      Take a standard type of small cast iron surface plate of 8" x 5" size as per BS :  
817-1957, Table I, which can be easily bench mounted.

5.2   Clamp the inner race between the surface plate and a top plate by means of a 
central bolt. The outer race is not clamped but rests lightly on the surface plate 
so that it is free to move but is, at the same time, held parallel to the inner race. 
The  thumb  screw shown at  the  front  is  a  pinch  screw which  permits  the 
vertical spindle, on which the dial gauge is mounted, to be adjusted for height 
(Fig. 1 of SK. EL.-2874).

5.3   Clamp bearing is in such a position that approximately a mid scale reading is 
obtained    on   the  dial  gauge.  Adjust  the  height  of  dial  gauge so that  it 
operates in a plane nearly through the centre of the bearing.

5.4 Apply light hand pressure just sufficient to ensure that all clearance is taken 
up, pushing the bearing first away from the dial gauge and then towards the 
dial gauge. Record the difference between the two dial gauge readings. This is 
the total clearance or in precise terms “the free diametral clearance” (Fig.2 of 
SK. EL.-2874). The recommended clearance for various auxiliary machines in 
use  is  given  in  Special  Maintenance  Instructions  No.RDSO/ELRS/SMI/16 
dated 3.5.78.



5.5 In the sketch the weight of the bearing is sufficient to keep the outer race in 
contact  with  the  surface  plate.  With  a  lighter  bearing  when  taking 
measurements, it is necessary to apply a light pressure downward to ensure 
that errors are not introduced by canting the outer race. 

5.6 For small bearings the horizontal pressure should not be maximum possible 
with the thumbs because such pressure can exceed the normal loading of the 
bearing and will produce false readings by introducing deflections of the balls 
or rollers and the races.

6.0  Material and equipment required 

6.1 Small cast iron surface plate, dial gauge as per IS:2092-1962 for measuring 
clearance the least count of which shall be 1 Micron (0.001 mm).

7. Periodicity of implementation 
1 During every overhaul of the auxiliary motor
2. On new bearing for acceptance tests. 

8. Agency for implementation 

1 All Electric Locomotive/EMU Sheds
2. POH shops 
3 Rewinding shops of Railways

9.       Distribution : (2 copies each) 

As per list attached.
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 for Director General/Elec.






